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Home Worship for Sunday, July 12, 2020 
 
The following material is offered for those who want to create a common at home 
service this Sunday with your families, a few friends, or individually.  We wish you all 
good health as we navigate our new circumstances together, and we look forward to the 
day when we can greet one another in person once again.  
 
The Worship Committee 
 

CENTERING THOUGHT:   Wake Up!   By Christian Schmidt  

Let us wake up.  
Not just from the Sunday morning exhaustion, from the wish for a few more drowsy 
minutes in bed.  
Let us wake up to this world we live in: to its beauty and wonder, and also to its tragedy 
and pain.  
We must wake up to this reality: that not all in our world have what we do, however 
much or little that is.  
We must wake up to the idea that our wholeness, our lives, are only as complete as the 
lives of those around us, of those we are inextricably tied to in a great web of mutuality, 
of which all of us are part.  
We must #staywoke, in the words of our friends and colleagues involved in Black Lives 
Matter, working every day for racial justice in our country.  
Let us wake up, let us stay awake, let us #staywoke.  

And now, in this time and place, let us worship together.  

CHALICE LIGHTING:  We join Unitarian Universalists throughout the world to light 
our chalice, the symbol of our faith.  Its flame reminds us that we are part of 
something much greater than ourselves.   

Blessed Is The Fire That Burns In The Soul by  Eric A Heller-Wagner :  

Blessed is the fire that burns deep in the soul. It is the flame of the human spirit touched 
into being by the mystery of life. It is the fire of reason; the fire of compassion; the fire of 
community; the fire of justice; the fire of faith. It is the fire of love burning deep in the 
human heart; the divine glow in every life.    

 

MEDITATION:  Gentleness in Living by Richard S. Gilbert 

We recommend that you follow our worship practice of reading the meditation aloud, 
then follow it with silence for contemplation, meditation or prayer according to your own 
spiritual practice. 

https://www.uua.org/offices/people/christian-schmidt
https://www.uua.org/offices/people/eric-heller-wagner
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Be gentle with another—   

It is a cry from the lives of people battered   
By thoughtless words and brutal deeds;   
It comes from the lips of those who speak them,   
And the lives of those who do them.   

Who of us can look inside another and know what is there   
Of hope and hurt, or promise and pain?   
Who can know from what far places each has come   
Or to what far places each may hope to go?   

Our lives are like fragile eggs.   
They crack and the substance escapes.   
Handle with care!   
Handle with exceedingly tender care   
For there are human beings within,   
Human beings as vulnerable as we are,   
Who feel as we feel,   
Who hurt as we hurt.   

Life is too transient to be cruel with one another;   
It is too short for thoughtlessness,   
Too brief for hurting.   
Life is long enough for caring,   
It is lasting enough for sharing,   
Precious enough for love.   

Be gentle with one another.   

Moment of Silence 

 
STEWARDSHIP OF OUR CHURCH: 
 
Heather Christensen reminds us that “every congregation depends on each of its members by 
your commitment of time, energy and resources” to help make the Unitarian Universalist vision 
of a world filled with peace and justice, love and joy a reality. 
 
Even though we cannot meet together at our church building during this time, our 
expenses are ongoing.  Please remember to continue to honor your pledges, and if you 
are able to donate as you would have to the offering plate and First Sunday Lunch 
basket.   
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COMMUNITY—Joys and Sorrows “Circle of Care” by Lisa Bovee-Kemper (adapted) 
 
In religious community, we share our joys and our triumphs, our sorrows and our broken 
places. In this circle of care, we make space for the complexity of life, the myriad 
experiences that bless and break our hearts. The truth of human experience dictates 
that on any given day, we each come to the table with hearts in different places. It is 
especially so during this period of isolation from one another.  
 
We set aside this time for the private concerns of our members and friends. Together in 
silence we send wishes of joy, comfort, and courage to those celebrating joyful events, 
or struggling with loneliness, loss or illness.  
 
If you are able to please drop a stone for each of these in a bowl of water and let the 
ripples remind you that what affects one of us affects us all. 
 

SERMON/HOMILY:  Siding With Love by Lisa Freidman from the Unity Unitarian 
Church in St. Paul Minnesota. 

You never know when the moment of decision will come. Perhaps it is on the school 
playground, when you see the class bully picking on a new victim. Or standing in the 
check-out line at the grocery store behind a young mother whose screaming child has 
her at her wits end. Or at a staff forum at work when your pledge to take some unpaid 
leave days could help save a coworker’s job.   

Such moments come in different ways to each of us, but they do come. They remind us 
that the decisions we make in our day to day lives do make a difference. They point out 
the ongoing choices we make between standing uncomfortably on the sidelines of our 
messy world, unsure of what to do, and acting deliberately in small but concrete ways to 
help create a kinder, more compassionate reality. They return us to the powerful truth 
that in critical times it is possible to stand on the side of love, and, in the mystic's words, 
“to help its mighty power to surge upward and surmount every obstacle” by defending, 
supporting, and advocating for each other as if we all were equals in our humanity.   

Or do they? After all, are we fallible human beings really that powerful? If siding with 
love is so significant, then why isn’t the world a better place already? Don’t most people 
already think of themselves as siding with love? Or at least as much love as they can 
manage, given that most of us cannot live as saints?   

It is a spiritual paradox. It is precisely because we live in a world which knows the evils 
of greed and violence and the seas of human indifference that we understand just how 
sacred it is when our acts of love and compassion actually triumph. And it is precisely 
because we live in a world which knows such triumphs that we cannot fully give up hope 
on our imperfect humanity.   

If there is one thing that I appreciate about our Unitarian Universalist Association’s 
invitation to siding with love in these current times, it is that the invitation invites love as 
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an active force in our lives. So much of our understanding of love can be passive—we 
talk of “falling” in love, or of being “helplessly” in love, or we assume love’s automatic 
presence in a family or a home or a community and are shocked to learn otherwise. But 
I do believe that love is more than merely a power that claims us. It is also a power that 
we claim by choosing our response to the truths of our world.   

Love is a choice. Whether we are at the bedside of a loved one dying, or at the side of a 
stranger we have only just met. The love which inspires the courage and commitment of 
such choices is not a sweet or sentimental kind of love. Rather it is a love which 
recognizes the greater good and the bonds of kinship of which we are a part.   

But once we accept love as a choice, then we must also come to terms with where that 
choice leads us. This was the profound and radical insight of our Universalist forbears – 
that if Love comes from our creator, then there can be no exceptions. Love cannot be 
just for one, or some of us. If it is for any of us, it must be for all. Love cannot be just for 
those with loud voices, but also for the voiceless. Love cannot be just for those with 
power, but also for those who are marginalized. Love cannot be just for those who still 
hope, but also for those who despair that help and hope will ever come.   

So take a moment to reflect on this particular time in your own life, in the lives of your 
family and friends, and in the state of our community, our nation and our world. Who 
needs us to side with them, in love? What moral questions does our commitment to love 
call us to address in the coming year? I don’t have the answers, nor are the choices 
only mine to make. But I lift up these questions to spark a conversation – as individual 
people who care about this world and as a community of faith, memory and hope.   

As we reflect on the opportunities to stand for love, we might be moved to ask, why 
does it have to be a side? Must there always be a side? I understand needing to ask 
that. The last thing our world needs is more division. One answer might be that the call 
to siding with love is made in the spirit of inclusion. But I also think that we are being 
invited to occupy a new place in our understanding about what it means to live 
spiritually in our world. Love is a choice. It is a deep life-changing passion, not just for 
our hearts, but also for our souls.   

Amen and Blessed Be 

CLOSING:  Go Forth in Simplicity, a benediction by Samuel A Trumbore   

Go forth in simplicity.   
Find and walk the path   
that leads to compassion and wisdom.  
Welcome the stranger and   
open your heart to a world in need of healing.   
Be courageous before the forces of hate.   
Hold and embody a vision of the common good that   
serves the needs of all people.   

https://www.uua.org/offices/people/samuel-trumbore

